Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a multifactorial progressive neurodegenerative disease. Despite decades of research, no disease modifying therapy is available and a change of research objectives and/or development of novel research tools may be required. Much AD research has been based on experimental models using animals with a short lifespan that have been extensively genetically manipulated and do not represent the full spectrum of late-onset AD, which make up the majority of cases. The aetiology of AD is heterogeneous and involves multiple factors associated with the late-onset of the disease like disturbances in brain insulin, oxidative stress, neuroinflammation, metabolic syndrome, retinal degeneration and sleep disturbances which are all progressive abnormalities that could account for many molecular, biochemical and histopathological lesions found in brain from patients dying from AD. This review is based on the long-lived rodent Octodon degus (degu) which is a small diurnal rodent native to South America that can spontaneously develop cognitive decline with concomitant phospho-tau, β-amyloid pathology and neuroinflammation in brain. In addition, the degu can also develop several other conditions like type 2 diabetes, macular and retinal degeneration and atherosclerosis, conditions that are often associated with aging and are often comorbid with AD. Long-lived animals like the degu may provide a more realistic model to study late onset AD.
Introduction
Aging is associated with many diseases for example atherosclerosis, cardiovascular disease, cataracts, type 2 diabetes and arthritis as well as neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's disease (AD) and Parkinson's disease. The aging global population and consequent shift in demographics has been accompanied by increased prevalence of chronic diseases associated with aging. In 2015 there were over 46 million people living with dementia (9.4 million in the Americas, 4 million in Africa, 10.5 million in Europe and 22.9 million in Asia) with an expected overall rise to 131.5 million by 2050 (Prince et al., 2015) , which places an enormous fiscal and psychological burden on society. Moreover, the dementia population is expected to climb particularly in developing countries (International, 2009 (International, , 2015 Parra et al., 2018) , thereby increasing brain health inequality across the globe. AD is the most common form of dementia and is characterized neuropathologically by the presence of misfolded protein aggregates of β-amyloid and highly phosphorylated tau. Although the specific causes of idiopathic AD remain unknown, most genetic and pathological observations made over the past two decades suggest that in the early stages of AD, β-amyloidosis correlates poorly with the degree of cognitive decline, implying that other factors may contribute to AD progression (Lane, Hardy, & Schott, 2017) . It has been suggested that small oligomeric peptides, rather than β-amyloid per se, may be the principal pathological root of AD. In this view, aggregated amyloid is merely an end product, the cellular damage being due to smaller soluble moieties (Marshall, Marchante, Xue, & Serpell, 2014) . Furthermore, little is known about how the alteration of a gene leads to impairments of specific brain networks and behaviour (Premi et al., 2013) .
Current pharmacological therapies for AD, such as cholinesterase inhibitors (e.g. donepezil, rivastigmine, galantamine) and the NMDA receptor blocker memantine can stabilize or slow decline in cognition, function, behaviour, and global change, but do nothing to slow the progressive loss of neurons in the brain (Tan et al., 2014) . Moreover, clinical improvements are generally small. Clinical trials of disease-modifying therapeutic agents to treat AD (e.g. antibodies against β-amyloid) have failed, despite such agents being effective in transgenic rodent models of the disorder (Becker, Greigand, & Giacobini, 2008; Cummings, Lee, Mortsdorf, Ritter, & Zhong, 2017; Doody, 2017; Gold, 2017) . As such, all present preclinical assays for potential AD treatments suffer from the current lack of a "gold standard" treatment that has strong clinical efficacy. That is, there is no reliable positive control against which to test novel treatments. The clinically approved treatments mentioned above have some minor beneficial effects in patients with AD and sensitive behavioural tests for the Octodon degus (degu) would be able to detect these small effects (see below). Currently, memantine which has been shown to improve memory-related tasks in humans, transgenic mice and the degu may be the best currently available compound for use in gauging the effectiveness of new drugs (Jones, Bayer, Inglis, Barker, & Phul, 2007; Martinez-Coria et al., 2010; Tarragon et al., 2014; Van Dam, Abramowski, Staufenbiel, & De Deyn, 2005) . Although doses of memantine used in animal models of AD are higher than those used clinically. As such, the following criteria would be used to justify the degu as a model of AD; 1) behavioural analysis to sort animals into AD-like and unaffected, 2) demonstration of β-amyloid and tau pathology, 3) use of memantine as a control drug for memory improvement.
The neuropathological hallmarks of AD include extracellular amyloid plaques and intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles of highly phosphorylated tau protein. These neuropathological changes are accompanied by accelerated brain atrophy in the hippocampus and entorhinal and parietal cortical lobes, reflecting loss of neurons in these brain regions. Ultimately, both gray and white matter abnormalities are observed (Agosta et al., 2011) . The earliest clinical features of AD include difficulties with activities of daily living, short-term memory impairment and reduced executive function (Bäckman, Jones, Berger, Laukka, & Small, 2004) . Numerous risk and protective factors have been identified that appear to influence an individual's chance of developing AD. Risk components include: a) single nucleotide polymorphisms in genes implicated in innate immunity (Hollingworth et al., 2011) and b) environmental factors that involve processes that originate outside of the central nervous system (CNS), such as diabetes, obesity, systemic infection and physical inactivity. The precise mechanisms of their influence on AD are unknown, but there is likely an interaction between these risk factors, resulting in broad systemic effects that communicate to the brain and either influence the initiation of disease processes or exacerbate CNS dysfunction (Perry & Teeling, 2013) . Acknowledgement that AD is a complex and multifactorial disease affecting many interlinked pathological pathways is crucial for target validation and drug development and so is the need to rethink the preclinical research approach to treat this devastating disease. Consequently, alternative approaches to AD research are required that combine genetic, neural and behavioural measures.
Transgenic mice remain the most commonly used experimental model of AD, but the reliance on a few mutations together with the short lifespan of these animals may not be completely relevant to the multifactorial causes of sporadic late-onset AD and no present rodent model fully reflects the many biochemical hallmarks combined with the cognitive and behavioural symptoms present in AD, although many of these models are excellent at emulating specific facets of disease. One promising alternative model is the degu, a small caviomorph rodent endemic to central Chile, some of which spontaneously develop AD-like neuropathology, including neuroinflammation, amyloid and tau indicators in brain and plasma, all in conjunction with deficits in rodent equivalents of activities of daily living and cognition (Altimiras et al., 2017; Ardiles et al., 2012; Deacon et al., 2015; Du et al., 2015; Inestrosa et al., 2005) . In addition, degu frequently develop type 2 diabetes, insulin resistance, altered lipid metabolism, atherosclerosis and circadian rhythm disturbances (see below). These are all factors that can drive the onset and/or progression of AD.
Based on the premise that the causes of non-familial AD are multifactorial and age related, we will review the suitability of the degu as a non-genetic long-lived model of AD, based on the findings that a proportion of degu spontaneously develop AD-like brain pathology, cognitive dysfunction and systemic comorbid diseases, which distinguish this species from transgenic mouse models of AD.
AD-like pathology in the degu
The pathological hallmark of AD is cholinergic neurodegeneration and the presence of neurofibrillary tangles containing hyperphosphorylated tau protein and the deposition of β-amyloid aggregates in plaques (Tarragon et al., 2013) . Another feature present in patients with AD is the reduction in the activity of choline acetyltransferase that is associated with memory loss. In AD-like affected degu, the decline in acetylcholinesterase-rich pyramidal neurons correlated with the progression to AD-like behaviour, which was similar to that seen in AD patients (Inestrosa et al., 2005; Tarragon et al., 2013) .
Degu can spontaneously develop β-amyloid deposits analogous to those observed in AD that can be identified by neuropathological analysis and by imaging (Inestrosa et al., 2005) . The β-amyloid peptide sequence in the degu is 97.5% homologous to the human β-amyloid peptide sequence due to only one amino acid difference (Arg13 → His13). This high degree of homology, compared to other rodents, may explain the appearance of AD-like pathology in the degu, particularly the presence of β-amyloid deposits. In contrast, mice (and rats) do not develop AD-like pathology with age. This is possibly explained by the three amino acid differences between human and muridae family sequences of the β-amyloid peptide (Guénette & Tanzi, 1999) . Studies have shown that "humanizing" the mouse amyloid precursor protein (APP) sequence by replacing the three mouse amino acids in the β-amyloid part of APP by the corresponding human amino acids (i.e. Gly5 → Arg5; Phe10 → Tyr10; Arg13 → His13), significantly increased the amyloidogenic properties of the β-amyloid peptide. Increased β-amyloid production and deposition, including vascular deposits, were observed in 3-year-old degu (van Groen et al., 2011) .
Van Groen et al. (2011) also observed tau deposits in the hippocampal formation and a significant decrease in myelin, indicating hippocampal disconnection and therefore probable dysfunction. This coincided with increased staining density of vimentin (and GFAP and S100) with increasing age in the white matter of the corpus callosum and hippocampal white matter (stratum oriens and fimbria/fornix). Staining for microglia (Iba-1) revealed age-dependent increased staining density in the white matter of the hippocampus. Furthermore, an increased number of Iba-1-positive cells with activated morphology (i.e., with a "dark and swollen" cell body) was present in brain regions with myelin pathology such as the hilus of the dentate gyrus, the lateral septum, many hypothalamic nuclei, and the mammillary complex (van Groen et al., 2011) . In addition, collagen IV staining revealed the presence of "collapsed" vessels in older animals and "abnormal" blood vessels (i.e., vessels with "double barrelling") and abnormally large, "dilated" vessels were present around the hippocampal fissure. This cerebral amyloid angiopathy appeared to precede brain parenchyma pathology (van Groen et al., 2011) . Staining with Black-Gold II, a marker for axons and degenerating axons (Schmued et al., 2008) , revealed a significant decrease in staining density in stratum radiatum in area CA1 and the hilus of the dentate gyrus. The white matter pathology observed was not limited to the hippocampal formation. Several brain areas outside the hippocampus also showed white matter pathology, including the lateral septum and many hypothalamic nuclei, especially the anterior hypothalamic nucleus, and the mammillary nuclei (van Groen et al., 2011) .
Collectively, these observations showed that affected AD-like aged degu present remarkable similarities to human late onset AD pathology. However, the onset of AD-like pathology appears to be delayed in laboratory bred degu compared to animals bred from wild-captured degu and some studies have not detected overt AD-like pathology in laboratory bred degu (Bourdenx, Dovero, Thiolate, Bezard, & Dehay, 2017; Steffen et al., 2016) . A possible explanation for these findings was that the laboratory bred animals did not suffer the additional co-morbid diseases and stresses (and consequent epigenetic effects) found in laboratory born animals mated with wild-captured degu that were used in studies where AD-like pathology and behavioural changes were found. In addition, these studies only examined a small number of animals (n = 3-4 per group) and did not test the degu for AD-like behavioural changes prior to conducting neuropathology (i.e. sort animals into affected and non-affected groups). The negative findings could therefore have been a result of not examining AD-like animals. Interestingly, Bourdenx et al. (2017) did find increased levels of alpha-synuclein and poly-ubiquitylated proteins in the aged degu brain that they examined.
Inflammation, cytokines and oxidative stress
Neuroinflammation is associated with glial activation and elevated levels of markers for astrocytes (GFAP) and microglia (CD11b) were found in aged degu hippocampus and cerebral cortex (Ríos et al., 2014) . A corresponding increase in the pro-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-6 has also been reported in aged animals (Ríos et al., 2014) . A recent gene expression study reported that in addition to interleukin-6, increased levels of tumour necrosis factor-alpha, interferon-alpha and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor were present in AD-like degu brain (Deacon et al., 2015) , which is similar to that found in some human studies (Brosseron, Krauthausen, Kummer, & Heneka, 2014) . Inflammation is related to oxidative stress and 4-hydroxynonenal (a marker of lipid peroxidation) and nitrotyrosine (a marker of protein oxidation) were significantly elevated in the brain of degu older than 60 months (Ríos et al., 2014) . Both oxidative stress and inflammation can trigger apoptosis and an elevated number of apoptotic neurons were detected in the hippocampus of degu aged over 60 months, but not in young animals. There was also increased expression of activated caspase-3, an apoptotic marker observed in AD and other neurological disorders in the aged degu (Bredesen, 2009 ). In addition, the peroxisome proliferative-activated receptor gamma coactivator-1α (PGC-1α), a potent stimulator of mitochondrial biogenesis, has been reported to increase together with APP expression (Robinson et al., 2014) . PGC-1α levels have been analyzed in aged degu and a significant increase was reported in hippocampus and cerebral cortex in old compared to young animals (Ríos et al., 2014) .
Taken together, these abnormal levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, oxidative stress and apoptotic markers found in aged and AD-like affected degu highlight how this spontaneous animal model closely resembles the altered molecular pathways and pathology of AD (Altimiras et al., 2017; Deacon et al., 2015) .
Genetic factors
Genetic factors are likely to play a common underlying role in the peripheral and central dysfunction associated with AD, although the functional actions of many of the risk genes for AD are not fully known (Lane et al., 2017) . The most commonly identified gene that increased sporadic AD risk in roughly 40% of individuals was apolipoprotein-E4 (ApoE4). Apolipoprotein is an essential component of lipoprotein particles in both the brain and periphery and is involved in lipid transport and cholesterol metabolism. The three apolipoprotein E isoforms, ApoE2, ApoE3 and ApoE4 differ markedly in structure and function, causing a differential effect in various metabolic processes including interaction with β-amyloid (Johnson et al., 2014; Kline, 2012) . ApoE4 enhances β-amyloid fibrillization by prolonged interaction enhancing further formation and stabilization of toxic oligomers (Jones et al., 2011; Cerf, Gustot, Goormaghtigh, Ruysschaert, & Raussens, 2011) . Moreover, AD brains have a higher burden of oligomeric β-amyloid in ApoE4 carriers and ApoE4 colocalizes with oligomeric β-amyloid at the synapse, indicating a key role as a co-factor in β-amyloid toxicity (Koffie et al., 2012) .
When analyzing degu ApoE, phylogenetic analysis revealed a higher similarity between human and degu ApoE than between human and rat ApoE (Salazar, Valdivia, Ardiles, Ewer, & Palacios, 2016) . The National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) provides a predicted degu ApoE sequence and other rodents like mice and rats also express the ApoE4 isoform. Protein sequence alignment of the human ApoE sequence (NCBI accession NP_000032.1) and degu ApoE (NCBI accession NP_004644379.1) shows that the protein codon corresponding to human codon 112 contains an arginine residue instead of a cytosine as found in ApoE3, making the degu ApoE similar to the ApoE4 isoform. Furthermore, the degu β-amyloid sequence has more homology with the human β-amyloid peptide than other rodents. And this homology might explain the development of AD-like pathology in the degu (Inestrosa et al., 2005; Kline, 2012) . The degu is therefore a unique animal model for studying the role of ApoE4 in β-amyloid deposition and its possible prevention. In addition, other well-established AD risk genes (e.g., SORL1), causative genes (e.g., APP, PSEN1, PSEN2) and related risk loci (e.g., ABCA7, BIN1, CD33, CD2AP, CLU, CR1, EPHA1, MS4A4E/ MS4A6A, PICALM) could also be readily analyzed in the degu.
Diseases common to aged degu and patients with late onset AD
In addition to the brain pathology present in the degu and in humans with AD, the degu also develops systemic disorders that are similar to those that occur in patients with AD.
Type 2 diabetes
Numerous epidemiologic studies have shown that type 2 diabetes and insulin resistance are strong risk factors for cognitive decline and AD (Janson et al., 2004; Morris, Vidoni, Honea, & Burns, 2014) . Impaired glucose metabolism is associated with increased risk for AD and increased progression from mild cognitive impairment to AD (Morris et al., 2014; Velayudhan et al., 2010) . Several potential mechanisms may link insulin resistance and brain function. Insulin can cross the blood brain barrier where it modulates several processes including neurotransmission and amyloid trafficking (Gasparini et al., 2001) .
Emerging evidence indicates a causal link between type 2 diabetes and AD. People with type 2 diabetes are N1.5-fold more likely to develop AD (Lunnon et al., 2015; Mehla, Chauhan, & Chauhan, 2014; Ribe & Lovestone, 2016) . Type 2 diabetes and AD are both associated with increasing age and the increased risk is synergistic. Clinical, biochemical and imaging studies have shown that elevated glucose levels and diabetes are associated with cognitive dysfunction (Sridhar, Lakshmi, & Nagamani, 2015) . Many studies have suggested that there is a direct link between insulin signalling and the development of neuropathological changes characteristic of AD. The failure in insulin and insulin-like growth factor signalling is not only associated with type 2 diabetes development, but also with accelerated β-amyloid fibrillogenesis and plaque formation, by modifying APP processing and increasing β-amyloid production. Insulin and insulin-like growth factor signalling failure also alter post-transcriptional modification of tau, thereby enhancing neurofibrillary tangle formation. Studies have shown that treatment of neurons with insulin prevented β-amyloid induced neurotoxicity and reduced tau phosphorylation via inhibition of glycogen kinase synthase 3 (GSK3), a kinase downstream in the insulin receptor signalling pathway (El Khoury, Gratuze, Papon, Bretteville, & Planel, 2014; Hooper, Killick, & Lovestone, 2008; Solano et al., 2000) .
Recently, Moreno-Gonzalez et al. (2017) have shown that oligomers of islet amyloid polypeptide, the main component of the aggregates found in pancreatic islets of Langerhans in diabetes, are able to accelerate β-amyloid aggregation in vitro, and transgenic mice expressing both human islet amyloid polypeptide and APP developed more β-amyloid deposits in the brain than animals expressing APP alone. Furthermore, exogenous addition of pancreas homogenates containing islet amyloid polypeptide aggregates also promoted β-amyloid aggregation in APP transgenic mouse brain.
Degu insulin differs from that of other mammals because of an insertion within the A chain and a deletion in the B chain. Consequently, activity of the degu insulin molecule is approximately 10 times less than in other mammals including rat and human (King & Kahn, 1981) . However, blood glucose concentration does not differ between the degu and other mammals (Opazo, Soto-Gamboa, & Bozinovic, 2004) , probably due to a combination of a higher insulin concentration (Zimmerman, Moule, & Yip, 1974 ) and a higher number of insulin receptors (Dufty, Clobert, & Moller, 2002) . The usual diet of the degu consists of plant material with a naturally low content of sugars and starch (Edwards, 2009) . In laboratory animals, a slight increase of carbohydrate intake can lead to hyperglycaemia (Murphy, Niemi, Hewes, Zink, & Hematologic, 1978) and chronic feeding of degu with fruit sugars caused diabetes accompanied by kidney damage and cataracts (Edwards, 2009) . Elevated incidence of amyloidosis and hyperplasia of the islets of Langerhans has been reported but these are independent of glucose levels. Instead, high blood glucose levels are associated with diminished pancreatic islet insulin and changes in the localization of pancreatic somatostatin, suggesting the involvement of the pancreas in diabetes development in these animals (Spear, Caple, & Sutherland, 1984) .
The high susceptibility of the degu to develop diabetes shortly after streptozotocin injections, or secondary to minimal changes in its diet, makes it an attractive animal model for the study of the pathophysiology of diabetes. It is possible that humans with AD and degu with metabolic impairment are simply more vulnerable to the effects of amyloid aggregation than healthy individuals. The influence of factors like glucose metabolism and insulin resistance may mark an important difference between the degu and transgenic mice. An apparent contradiction may be that degu bred in the laboratory do not develop AD-like pathology (see above) as colonies outbred with wild animals do, but that all degu can develop diabetes in captivity. The latter characteristic is being used for diabetes-related studies but not to further explore the possibility that diabetic degu develop AD-like pathology and behaviours in a short period of time. Indeed, this approach should be explored to induce AD development in laboratory bred animals.
Lipid metabolism
A direct potential link between lipids and cognitive decline involves dyslipidemia, frequently by increased levels of low density lipoprotein (Després, Lemieux, & Robins, 2004) . Cholesterol, sphingomyelin, and ceramide are important components of lipid rafts, and reduced sphingomyelin and increased ceramide levels have been observed in AD plasma (Han et al., 2011) . ApoE is the major apolipoprotein regulating lipid metabolism including cholesterol redistribution in the CNS (Mahley, 2016) . In the brain microglia and neurons synthesize ApoE and the proportion of microglial/neuronal ApoE production is dysregulated in AD, which could be partly mediated by astrocyte activation in response to the accumulation of β-amyloid (Uchihara et al., 1995) . ApoE expression in neurons is specifically regulated, demonstrating the critical role of ApoE in cellular repair and maintenance (Theendakara et al., 2016) . Homan et al. (2010) have shown that the lipoprotein metabolism of the degu resembles that of human and that this animal has one of the most human-like lipoprotein profiles. Among the rodents degu lipoprotein cholesterol distribution is similar to that of the hamster. However, the degu may be advantageous over the hamster and the guinea pig when high density lipoprotein metabolism is considered because the guinea pig has very low high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (Homan et al., 2010) . Mice and rats lack plasma cholesteryl ester transfer protein, but in contrast the degu plasma contains cholesteryl ester transfer protein activity at a similar level to that detected in human plasma (Homan et al., 2010) .
Atherosclerosis and vascular mechanisms
The strongest modifiable risk factors for AD are those related to vascular disease (O'Brien & Markus, 2014) . Vascular pathologies are increasingly recognized as having an important role in late-life dementias given recent observations of the heterogeneity of associated dementia pathologies (De Reuck et al., 2016) . Although most studies attempt to describe vascular and AD pathologies as discrete syndromes, the clinical and neuropathological boundaries frequently overlap. Vascular-related injury often coexists with AD neuropathology at autopsy. Many individuals clinically diagnosed with AD exhibit a "mixed dementia" with both AD neuropathological changes and abnormalities indicative of vascular damage. As mentioned above, degu have a human-like lipoprotein metabolism and develop extensive atherosclerosis with cholesterol feeding in the presence of hyperglycaemia (Homan et al., 2010) . Several rodent species including mice, rats and hamsters have been a popular choice to study artherosclerosis, however, these species are generally resistant to significant atherosclerotic lesion formation (Homan et al., 2010) . Degu fed a fat-rich diet show many of the characteristics found in human artherosclerosis. Namely, the cholesteryl ester content is increased in the aorta and cholesteryl ester accretion is detected, especially in the thoracic aorta segments. These features of their lipid metabolism, point to the degu as a useful model for atherosclerosis research. Particularly because, unlike mice and rats, degu exhibit a lipid metabolism close to humans and in keeping with the multifactorial aspects influencing AD.
Circadian rhythm and melatonin
The degu is also used as a model of circadian activity. The body's circadian clock system maintains physiological functions in 24-hour rhythms, including the sleep-wake cycle, and synchronizes them to the light-dark cycle. Disturbances of both sleep and the underlying circadian rhythms have long been associated with many neurological and psychiatric diseases, including AD (Musiek, Xiong, & Holtzman, 2015) . About 45% of AD patients have sleep disruptions and experience sundowning (increased confusion and restlessness towards evening) (Cardinali, Brusco, Liberczuk, & Furio, 2002) . However, circadian studies have been conducted almost exclusively on nocturnal species, and many interventions such as timed exposure to bright light and administration of melatonin, used to treat human circadian disorders, are based on the results of these studies.
As described by Musiek et al. (2015) degu are diurnal and display complex variations in the timing and expression of their circadian activity and temperature rhythms that are similar to those that occur in humans. In that study, some but not all degu displayed rhythmic patterns that could be classified as "morning or evening" chronotypes, that were previously described only in humans. After large phase shifts of the lighting schedule, several degu displayed disorganization in the activity and temperature rhythms such as splitting and internal desynchronization, a phenomenon hitherto found only in primates (Musiek et al., 2015) . Expression studies of the Period genes, Per1 and Per2, in the suprachiasmatic nucleus and other brain areas in diurnal and nocturnal degu have shown that the switching mechanism involved in degu nocturnalism seems to be located downstream to the pacemaker (Otalora, Hagenauer, Rol, Madrid, & Lee, 2013) .
Melatonin is an essential component of the circadian system and is the "internal zeitgeber" of its functioning (Lewy, Emens, Lefler, Yuhas, & Jackman, 2005) , and has also been implicated in AD (Cardinali et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2009) . Therefore, it is important to study the mechanisms of melatonin synthesis in human and suitable animal models. As in ungulates and primates, pineal melatonin of the degu rises with low latency at night. Morris and Tate (2007) reported a phase response curve to melatonin, with opposite orientation to the light curve. However, the degu circadian rhythm phase does not depend on nocturnal plasma melatonin levels and exogenous melatonin is not able to change diurnal-nocturnal chronotypes (Vivanco, Ortiz, Rol, & Madrid, 2007) . The circadian rhythmicity is impaired in the aged degu, but oral administration of melatonin improved indicators of circadian rhythm such as locomotor activity and body temperature (Vivanco et al., 2007) .
Furthermore, mRNA expression of arylalkylamine-N-acetyltransferase, the key enzyme in melatonin synthesis, does not display diurnalnocturnal variation in degu, suggesting that melatonin in this species is regulated by a post-transcriptional modulation of arylalkylamine-Nacetyltransferase (Lee et al., 2009 ). Similar findings have been reported for ungulates and primates and differ substantially from those described for nocturnal rodents where the mRNA levels of arylalkylamine-Nacetyltransferase vary during light-dark cycles (Roseboom et al., 1996) . Compared with arylalkylamine-N-acetyltransferase from all rodents examined to date, the predicted arylalkylamine-N-acetyltransferase amino acid sequence for the degu is more closely related to ungulates and primates than to rodents (Lee et al., 2009) .
Altogether, these studies show that the degu may serve as a useful model to investigate the regulation of melatonin synthesis, especially because real-time pineal microdialysis can be used for detailed mechanistic studies in vivo (Lee et al., 2009 ). In addition, given the relationship of sleep disturbances and dementia in humans, the diurnal model of the degus can provide a suitable model to assess the potential causal effects of sleep disturbances on dementia pathophysiology (Högl, Stefani, & Videnovic, 2018; Polsek et al., 2018) .
Cataracts
Diabetic degu develop cataracts in four weeks with a meridional row involvement similar to that observed in a number of cataract types in humans (Worgul & Rothstein, 1975) . After two weeks following diabetes onset, vacuoles appear in the bow region of the lens, after three weeks development of cortical opacity is observed, and after four weeks the whole lens becomes opaque (Datiles & Fukui, 1989) . Varma, Mizuno, and Kinoshita (1977) reported that in comparison with the rat, the degu exhibited a five-fold increase in the level of aldolase reductase. This enzyme converts excess glucose to sorbitol that accumulates within the lens fibers causing swelling and disruption (Fukushi, Merola, & Kinoshita, 1980) . When treated with quercitrin, an aldolase reductase inhibitor, a delay in cataract development was observed (Varma et al., 1977) . Sorbinil is an even more potent aldolase reductase inhibitor and its potential for preventing cataracts in degu has been studied using a sorbinil preparation from Pfizer (Datiles & Fukui, 1989) . In that study, diabetes was induced with streptozotocin in 12 degu. Six of them were treated with 0.04% of sorbitol mix to the food and six did not receive any treatment. Untreated animals developed cataracts within four weeks, whereas the lenses of the treated degu remained unaffected after six months (Datiles & Fukui, 1989 ).
Retina degeneration
Understanding the mechanisms of retina degeneration is of particular importance because of the prevalence of age-related macular degeneration (a progressive eye disease characterized by neuroinflammation in the eye and a decrease of retinal photoreceptors) and a suitable animal model is desirable. The degu has dichromatic colour vision and has a retinal structure that is in many aspects similar to that of humans. As such, the degu is well suited to study retinal aging. Recently, Du et al. (2015) exhaustively characterized age-related changes in the degu retina. It revealed that the outer plexiform layer was thicker and the ganglion cell layer had a higher cell density in young (4-6 months) animals than in adults (N12 months). Furthermore, the outer nuclear layer was not only thinner in adult animals but also contained apoptotic cells, which were absent in young degu. Additionally, Szabadfi et al. (2015) reported elevated GFAP expression in aged degu Müller glial cells, a reduced number of bipolar rod cells, altered retinal pigment epithelium and degeneration of photoreceptor cells; the pathology directly correlated with age-related macular degeneration, which is associated with AD.
Since the retina undergoes pathological changes in AD (Paquet et al., 2007) , the presence of β-amyloid and phosphorylated tau has been studied in the degu retina to identify similar pathologic events in this animal (Du et al., 2015) . When comparing young and adult animals, the amyloid precursor protein (APP) was expressed at higher levels in the retina of young animals, but β-amyloid peptides were found at higher levels in adult animals. Whereas no β-amyloid oligomers could be detected in young degu retina, they were present in adult retina and at higher levels in the central retina than the periphery (Du et al., 2015) . Similar findings have been reported for phosphorylated tau, with levels higher in adult than young degu.
The age-related structural changes in the degu retina, together with the deposition of AD-related proteins such as β-amyloid oligomers and phosphorylated tau, indicate this animal is ideal to study both agerelated macular degeneration and AD-related changes.
Cognitive and behavioural dysfunction in the degu
Degu have a highly evolved social organization that in some ways resembles that of ancestral humans (e.g. group mothering by aunts) (Colonello, Lacobucci, Fuchs, Newberry, & Panksepp, 2011; Hrdy, 2009 ). In addition, degu demonstrate social-affective bonds across a range of developmental stages (Colonello et al., 2011) . During the daytime, the group members are above ground and coordinate their foraging activity by keeping visual contact (Colonello et al., 2011; Ebensperger & Bozinovic, 2000; Ebensperger, Veloso, & Wallem, 2002; Quirici, Castro, Oyarzún, & Ebensperger, 2008; Vásquez, 1997) and emitting audible vocalizations (Colonello et al., 2011; Long, 2007) . They synchronize their digging activity to build complex underground burrows, their sociality is non-kin based and social networks are influenced by local conditions (Vásquez, Ebensperger, & Bozinovic, 2002) . Degu exhibit philopatry, with offspring often remaining in the natal colony into adulthood, suggesting an extended period of social dependence in this species, unlike rats and mice (Colonello et al., 2011; Quirici et al., 2010) . The interactions of degu are characterized by a rich vocal repertoire in the audible range, which contrasts with the limited variety of vocalizations found in common laboratory rodent species (Colonello et al., 2011) . "Mothering calls" and "reunion calls" are reported only in mammals with a strongly developed social organization, such as monkeys (Kalin, Shelton, & Lynn, 1995; Roush & Snowdon, 2001 ) and domestic pigs (Colonello et al., 2011; Illmann, Schrader, Špinka, & Šustr, 2002) . Tokimoto and Okanoya (2004a) reported that degu vocally communicate using at least 17 different calls with specific meanings, such as contact, alarm, grooming, courtship, and postcopulation (Nakajima, Kuramoto, & Nagaishi, 2015) . Okanoya, Tokimoto, Kumazawa, Hihara, & Iriki (2008) studied behavioural and neural basis of tool use in the degu and demonstrated for the first time that they can use a rake-like tool with their forelimbs to retrieve otherwise out-of-reach rewards. Moreover, the degu did not hesitate to use tools of different size, colours and shapes, but were reluctant to use a tool with a raised non-functional blade. Thus, they understood the functional and physical properties of the tool after extensive training, showing that the brain and behaviour of the degu can provide insights into how higher cognitive functions might be broken down into more general faculties, and also what cellular and molecular mechanisms are involved in the emergence of such cognitive functions (Okanoya et al., 2008) . Degu have good visual, auditory and olfactory senses and impressive cognitive skills: they have been documented to engage in the spontaneous construction of a Chinese nested box with a set of three cups of graduated size by fitting one inside the other (Nakajima et al., 2015; Tokimoto & Okanoya, 2004b; Tokimoto, Tokin, & Okanoya, 2005) . Factors like maturity at birth, slow development and complex social organization allow the degu to engage in a variety of social interactions over a prolonged period of development and to establish comparatively sophisticated and flexible social competencies. These same factors, in combination with a generally docile temper, relatively small size as well as ease of breeding and maintenance, make this species a potentially ideal laboratory model for social-affective behavioural and neuroscience research (Colonello et al., 2011) . In humans, social factors such as perceived social loneliness, social stress and adverse sociocultural factors can increase (Baez & Ibanez, 2016; Ibanez, Kuljis, Matallana, & Manes, 2014; Parra et al., 2018) and even double the risk of dementia (Holwerda et al., 2014) .
In addition to having a similar neuropathology to AD, behavioural experiments have shown that cognition also declines more rapidly in some degu as they grow older, compared to other animals which do not show such behavioural deficits (Ardiles et al., 2012; Deacon et al., 2015; Inestrosa et al., 2005) . Another AD-like symptom that is apparent in the degu is related to their social life. Poeggel, Nowicki, and Braun (2003) reported that degu showed severe behavioural deficits and neural alterations in the frontal cortex, a brain region which is affected in patients with AD (Tarragon et al., 2014) . Also, AD-like degu showed problematic aggressive interactions with other members of their colony, which is reminiscent of the aggression shown by some patients with AD (Liu et al., 2016) .
As memory impairment is one of the first manifestations of AD, one of the requirements that the degu as a model of AD should fulfil is that the degu should show impairment in different cognitive tests and memory deficits classically associated with AD (Tarragon et al., 2013) . Affected degu show a clear cognitive decline, which is correlated with high levels of β-amyloid. Moreover, these changes should be observed in response to the different challenges producing cognitive impairment, for example sleep deprivation. This has been widely documented to be one of the challenges that most effectively induces transient cognitive impairment in animals and humans. Treatments for AD are aimed at a variety of targets deemed instrumental in the pathogenesis of the disease. Current and experimental drugs have been shown to be effective at reducing indices of cognitive impairment in the degu. Tarragon et al. (2014) showed that memantine prevented cognitive impairment in sleep deprived degu. Rivera et al. (2016) demonstrated that the plant extract andrographolide prevented cognitive decline and the occurrence of AD-like pathology when administered to aged degu and Serrano et al. (2014) demonstrated that andrographolide reduced β-amyloid levels and tau phosphorylation in AβPP-PS1 mutant mice. However, this compound has not yet been tested in humans.
As mentioned above, memantine might be a useful as a positive control in drug for use in drug discovery in models of early AD, but not for late stages where there is severe neurodegeneration. The most sensitive assay for pro-cognitive effects is probably delayed spontaneous alternation in a T-maze. In this, an animal is allowed to sample one arm of a Tshaped maze, there is then a delay before the test trial is run. This paradigm works well in mice (Deacon et al., unpublished data) , with performance N90% with a minimal sample-test interval, decreasing to 50% (chance) after 40 min. Our immediate priority is to develop this test in the degu. Another test is burrowing, which measures species-typical behaviour (analogous to clinical ADL). It has already been shown that burrowing is lower in degus with amyloid brain deposits (Deacon et al., 2015) .
However, contrary to analyzing cognitive impairment, which appears at a later stage of the disease in aged degu, a new approach to preclinical screening would be to characterize in the degu the speciestypical behaviours analogous to activities of daily living in humans (Deacon, 2014) . Activities of daily living are daily self-care activities within an individual's place of residence, in outdoor environments, or both. Activities of daily living are defined as the things we normally do. Such as feeding ourselves, bathing, dressing, grooming, cooking and shopping. Heath professionals routinely refer to the ability or inability to perform activities of daily living as a measurement of the functional status of a person, particularly with regard to people with disabilities and the elderly. Deterioration in the ability to perform activities of daily living is an early sign of AD. In many human brain disorders a loss or reduced ability to perform normal everyday tasks is as important and worrisome to the patients as other features of the disease like cognitive impairment (Deacon, 2014) . Moreover, in mild cognitive impairment, a systematic and robust increase of impaired everyday task's performance has been observed in relation with functional decline (Lindbergh, Dishman, & Miller, 2016) .
Human episodic memory (the most severely affected aspect of memory in AD) differs from rodent memory, which seems to be largely non-episodic. Episodic memory permits fairly precise recall of a series of events, within a given spatial and temporal context. Thus, we may remember that when we took a walk, with Bill and Sue, the weather was warm apart from a small shower near the end of the walk, so we dived into a café, where Bill ordered a coffee with cheesecake. If rodent memory is largely non-episodic, cognitive methods of screening for AD in rodents are intrinsically unlikely to succeed (Deacon, 2014) . It is notable that the burrowing test showed impairments in degu, that were shown subsequently to have β-amyloid brain deposits at early ages (6-and 12-month old), which would correspond to early stages of the disease in humans. A rewarded T-maze procedure only found impairment in 36-month and 60-month old animals, which corresponds to later stages of the disease (Ardiles et al., 2012) . Although the T-maze may be a very useful tool to detect cognitive decline in old AD-like degu, it is possible that in young degu, as in humans, early signs of cognitive decline may be better revealed by tests of species-typical behaviours than by the T-maze. Activities of daily living tests are quicker to perform than formal cognitive paradigms, and moreover model an aspect of behaviour that affects AD patients at an early stage in the disease process. Interestingly, degu showing low rates of burrowing can still perform some cognitive tests such as the T-maze, Y-maze and novel object recognition, indicating the sensitivity of species-typical behaviours in detecting early signs of AD. A follow up of poor burrowers with time revealed cognitive deficits in the T-maze. Currently, there is a vast battery of behavioural tests designed for the degu as well as a brain atlas which facilitates neuropathological analysis (Kumazawa-Manita, Katayama, Hashikawa, & Iriki, 2013) .
Conclusions
The contributions of genetic and environmental factors to dementia certainly vary from individual to individual in a complex manner. Environmental "risk modifiers" often interact (for instance, midlife obesity can lead to insulin resistance), thus, environmental factors may play a more central role in the development of dementia in some individuals. These individuals may have lower levels of traditional AD neuropathological burden (i.e. amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles) compared to genetically predisposed individuals who generally have higher levels of AD neuropathology (Lane et al., 2017) . Vascular mechanisms and processes influencing cellular stress may influence the emergence and progression of the clinical manifestation of dementia. Continued research into the diverse but related processes linked to AD risk is necessary, as individuals with genetic risk (and potentially more amyloid pathology) may benefit more from amyloid clearance drugs, whereas individuals who exhibit more vascular-related pathology may preferentially benefit from lifestyle interventions such as diet and exercise. However, age remains the greatest risk for AD and the degu because of their long lifespan are well suited to study AD, unlike other long-lived mammals which show signs of β-amyloid and tau pathology in old age (e.g. dolphins) but which are clearly less accessible for research (Gunn-Moore, Kaidanovich-Beilin, Gallego Iradi, GunnMoore, & Lovestone, 2018) .
One important point to be taken into consideration for the use of the degu as a preclinical model is its predictive validity, meaning an ability to discriminate between clinically successful and unsuccessful treatments. Until recently, old compared to young degu have been used to study AD, as if all young animals were healthy and all old experimental subjects AD-like, dismissing the possibility of old individuals being healthy (Deacon et al., 2015) . It is important to recognize that not all old degu develop AD-like behaviour and pathology, just as not all aged humans develop AD. Consequently, degu need to be screened behaviourally to identify affected individuals before testing novel treatments and examining their effects on behaviour and brain pathology. Not recognizing this difference between the model and the human condition when conducting experiments could create a problem in the translation of novel drugs from preclinical research to the clinic. So far, the degu appears to be a very suitable model to study AD and for this reason should be characterized fully for use in preclinical trials for therapeutic interventions.
In summary, the degu model is a valuable tool to further our understanding of the pathology of AD and aid the discovery of novel therapeutic targets and testing of putative AD treatments. Not only because some animals spontaneously develop the AD-like pathology and behaviours similar to the cognitive deficits found in AD, but also because they show other comorbid characteristics frequently found in AD like macular degeneration, brain white matter degeneration, diabetes and circadian rhythm dysfunction (Laurijssens, Aujard, & Rahman, 2013) .
